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Abstract: From the beginning of the urban history, the public realm has been the territory of the human being 

and in the different situations have had diversity in form. The public urban space is not  exclusive for an absolute 

activity or form but it is  the presence of the human being that gives the meaning to the urban spaces.  The 

communal rituals which are one of the most important features of social life in each society, mostly happen in the 

public urban spaces. Recently, the public spaces which were special for communal rituals are affected by 

technology and mechanical life. So the research goal is finding and introducing the urban places related to 

communal rituals especially in Iran.  In the first step of this research, the ritual, public spaces and their species 

are presented, in the second step the most important rituals of the world and Iran and also the urban spaces that 

are related to them are introduced. Finally, as the result of the research, the urban public places that are 

especial for holding out each ritual are introduced. The methodology of the research is descriptive with the 

approach of qualitative. 

Keywords: Communal ritual, communal ritual in Iran, public urban space, public spaces related to the rituals. 

1. Introduction 

The ritual is an activity that comes from the concept of society and social life. In the human society, from the 

beginning, there were so many rituals that some of them are abrogated and some are remained as the culture and 

identity of the nations. Most of these rituals, for performance are needed to an urban space. All over the world, 

the human societies has determined specific places for performing these rituals. Since most of the rituals have 

some social and interactive aspects and gradually large amount of people participate in it, their specific urban 

spaces are classified as public or semi-public spaces. Iran like so many other countries in the world, has its 

particular communal rituals and celebrations which are performed in the public spaces. By spreading the 

modernity in last decades, the pattern of some rituals is changed but likewise they are performing every year. 

2. Methodology 

In this paper, we are using the descriptive method of research with the approach of qualitative. Qualitative 

approach is a way to find how an external reality in the universe is made. According to this method, this article 

intends to find the relationship between communal rituals of the world, especially in Iran, and their related 

public spaces. The process of the  research has four steps: 

- Introducing the concept of rituals, their existing reason and the process of their creation; 

- Introducing the concept of public urban spaces and their classification; 
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- Introducing some rituals of the world (like festivals, carnivals and the other ceremonies)and the related 

urban spaces to those events; 

- Introducing some  Persian rituals and the related urban spaces to those events; 

 Finally we represent the identification of the communal rituals of Iran and all over the world and their 

related urban spaces, as the result. 

3. Ritual 

In the sociology and anthropology, the ritual is defined as a ceremonial activity that is including sacred 

religious meanings. Turner, believes that rituals are the powerful tools for scrutinizing the complex layers of 

social performances; because they reveal the most internal cultural values of each social performance. 

(Alialhesabi & Paykan, 2013)Ritual is a socially agreed upon and socially relevant form of behavior, with an 

extra degree of fervor, passion and intensity. One could even say that the very act of ritual sanctifies the most 

prosaic aspects until they achieve a reverential standing. (kanekar, 1992) As Cooper said, all rituals are in some 

way rites of passage: in other words, that they presuppose phrasal movement, directionality, and positioning. 

(Copper, 1992) Nowadays, most of these rituals are performing individual or communal in all over the world. 

3.1 Festival 

The term festival comes from two Latin words; "Festum", which means public joy, merriment, revelry and 

"Feria", which means abstinence from work in honor of gods. Festival means a cyclically recurrent social 

occasion, exhibited through events, in a multitude of forms, involving direct or indirect participation of people at 

various levels who might have different things in common ranging from religion, community, geographical 

location, language to world view. Alessandro Falassi (1987) believes a complete festival morphology will 

correspond to the complete festival cycle and several of its parts will form the configuration of each of the actual 

festive events. (kanekar, 1992)  

3.2 Carnival 

Folk etymologies reveals that the word "carnival" comes from the Late Latin expression "carne vale", which 

means "farewell to meat", signifying the approaching fast. The Italian "carne levare" is one possible origin, 

meaning "to remove meat", since meat is prohibited during Lent. The earliest mention of a Carnival celebration 

is recorded in a 12th-century Roman account of the pope and upper class Roman citizens watching a parade 

through the city, followed by the killing of steers and other animals. The purpose was to play and eat meat 

before Ash Wednesday, which marked the beginning of Catholic Lent – the forty-day fast leading up to Easter. 

The Latin term carnem-levare – to remove oneself from flesh or meat – was used to refer to the festival. The pre-

Lenten celebration grew in popularity over the next few centuries, spreading to other European cities and rural 

communities. (Mauldin et al, 2004) 

3.3 Celebration 

Celebration is a combination of play and ritual. There is not a subject and object in the celebration, it is an 

entire totality and one cannot detach the participant from the event they participate in. According to Victor 

Turner to celebrate is to perform ritual publicly and formally....rituals celebrate or commemorate Trans human 

powers which, though invisible, are regarded by believers as the first and final causes of natural and cultural 

phenomena. Celebrations could be referred to as connected with predictable, culturally shared events, such as 

life experiences, work seasons, religious beliefs, etc. (kanekar, 1992) Ritual celebration recreates mythological 

time and revives eternal events. The mythological time - instead of logical time – is full of multiple features and 

qualities. It receives special mysterious quality in each different moment and this characteristic makes it special. 

(Alialhesabi & Paykan, 2013) 
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4. Concept of Urban Public Space 

Basically, public spaces are environments that are used when they are needed: people have to use theme, 

while they can use some other places. If public space should be full of vivid population, the solution is finding 

some characteristics that makes people interested. Open public spaces should provide opportunities like leisure, 

comfort in natural environment, places to hold out special celebration and opportunities to breath in the city. 

(Carmona M. , 2003) The public space means" a common context which people can do their ritual activities." 

Public spaces are playing the main role urban social life and instead of having relationship with private space, 

are consider as places out of personal and gregarious boundaries. So from descriptive point of view, urban public 

spaces are environments for being accepted by the others. In such places, diversity leads to more knowledge. 

(Lbid, 2003)The Greek agora, is the most famous public space of the history. It was a main square of the city 

and the place of gathering and celebrating people together. (Lbid, 2003)Roman forum is also like the agora, it 

was located on an intersection of roman cities. It was included of an apron, with some column around it. The 

main temple, theater and therm was near of the forum. (Morris, 1994) In the early Middle Ages the cities were 

formed influenced by church. During this time, the religious performances were performing near the church 

yards. (Harvie, 2009)In the historical region of Iran, also there were so many public spaces (BAZAAR, 

MEYDAN, and DARVAZEH) that are converted to the automobile spaces and lose their main function. 

(Soltanzadeh, 2010) According to the classification triple classification of Kohn (2004), there are twenty types 

of urban spaces that are revealed in the below: (Carmona M. , 2010) 

TABLE I: Urban Public Space Type, Carmona, 2010 

Examples Distinguishing characteristics Space type 

Positive spaces 

Rivers, natural features, 

seafronts, canals 

Natural and semi-natural features 

within urban areas, typically under 
state ownership 

Natural/semi-natural urban 

space 

Streets, squares, promenades The traditional forms of urban space, 

open and available to all and catering 

for a wide variety of functions 

Civic space 

Parks, gardens, commons, urban 

forests, cemeteries 

Managed open space, typically green 

and available and open to all, even if 

temporally controlled 

Public open space 

Negative spaces 

Main roads, motorways, 

railways, underpasses 

Space dominated by movement needs, 

largely for motorized transportation 

Movement space 

Car parks, service yards Space dominated by modern servicing 

requirements needs 

Service space 

‘SLOAP’ (space left over after 

planning), Modernist open space 

Space left over after development, 

often designed without function 

Left over space 

Redevelopment space ,abandoned 

space, transient space 

Undeveloped space, either abandoned 

or awaiting redevelopment 

Undefined space 

Ambiguous spaces 

Metros, bus interchanges, railway 

stations, bus/tram stops 

Transport stops and interchanges, 

whether internal or external 

Interchange space 

Privately  owned civic space, 

business parks, church grounds 

Seemingly public external space, in 

fact privately owned and to greater or 
lesser degrees controlled 

Public ‘private’ space 

Cul-de-sacs, dummy gated 

enclaves 

Public spaces designed to make 

strangers feel conspicuous and, 

potentially, unwelcome 

Conspicuous spaces 

introspective megastructures, 

Shopping, leisure mall 

Formally public and external uses, 

internalized and, often, privatized 

Internalized ‘public’ space 

Shops, covered markets, petrol 

stations 

Privately owned but publicly 

accessible exchange spaces 

Retail space 
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Cafes, restaurants, libraries, town 

halls, religious buildings 

Semi-public meeting and social 

places, public and private 

Third place spaces 

Institutional grounds, housing 

estates, university campuses 

Publicly owned, but functionally and 

user determined spaces 

Private ‘public’ space 

Front gardens, allotments, gated 

squares 

Physically private, but visually public 

space 

Visible private space 

Street cafes, private pavement 
space 

Physically demarked but publicly 
accessible interfaces between public 

and private space 

Interface spaces 

Private spaces 

Urban agricultural remnants, 

private woodlands, 

Physically private open space Private open space 

Gated streets/enclaves, private 

gardens, private sports clubs, 

parking courts 

 

Physically private spaces, grounds 

and gardens 

External private space 

Offices, houses, etc. Private or business space 

 

Internal private space 

5. Introducing Some Rituals 

5.1 Carnival in Brazil 

Recife and its neighboring city of Olinda grew up in the 16th and 17th centuries as commercial harbors for 

the rich sugar plantations established by Portuguese colonists in northeastern Brazil, just south of the equator. 

One of the earliest forms of carnaval introduced by the Portuguese colonists was known as entrudo (the opening) 

that consisted of raucous water fights and throwing of flour, soot, mud and other substances. Today this is a 

dynamic event with over a million participants from different social classes. The structure of the celebration 

follows the European urban model, with distinct clubs coming out of trade guilds, religious organizations, and 

neighborhood associations. Street processions feature costumes, rhythms, and dance drawn from European, 

African, and mythic Brazilian Indian traditions. (Mauldin et al, 2004) 

5.2 Carnival in Port of Spain 

Trinidad and Tobago are located in the green, tropical environment of the West Indies in the Caribbean. 

French Catholic plantation owners who settled here in the late 18th century introduced Carnival and persuaded 

the local British colonizers to join them in carrying out elegant balls and fanciful masquerades. Enslaved 

Africans brought to work on the plantations were emancipated in the early 19th century and soon embraced the 

festival as a symbolic rite of liberation. .Today Carnival in Port of Spain is known as mas, an abbreviation for 

mask or masquerade. Ironically, few participants actually wear masks but their costumes convey a variety of 

themes. The majority of revelers pay to join one of the larger organized groups whose fanciful outfits change 

from year to year. 20th centuries. (Lbid, 2004) 

5.3 Carnival in Mexico 

The Tlaxcala area of south-central Mexico has long been inhabited by Nahuatl-speaking people who came 

under Spanish rule in the early 16th century. Spanish and French landlords forced the Indians to labor on their 

plantations and Catholic priests worked to convert them to Christianity. After Mexico gained its independence 

from Spain in 1821, the number of wealthy Mexicans and Europeans living in this region increased. By the mid-

19th century Carnival took the form of elaborate parties and masked balls where guests performed French 

quadrilles, or square dances, popular among upper-class society at that time. The Carnival play still focuses on 
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satirical masquerades and square dancing, but now young women are allowed to join in as dance partners. (Lbid, 

2004) 

5.4 Carnival in U.S.A 

Carnival in New Orleans is known as Mardi Gras. The celebration was introduced by French groups from 

Europe and the Caribbean who settled there at the beginning of the 18th century. On Sunday afternoons enslaved 

and free Africans, who had been brought here to work on the plantations, were allowed to congregate at a place 

called Congo Market. Here they celebrated their own Mardi Gras with music, song, and dance. Today over 60 

different krewes sponsor public parades of floats and invitational masquerade balls. Some working class African 

Americans of New Orleans created Carnival troupes known as Mardi Gras Indians who march through their own 

neighborhoods on Fat Tuesday. Multitudes of other Mardi Gras revelers congregate in the oldest section of the 

city, the French Quarter, where they costume, eat, drink, listen to music and dance in the streets. (Lbid, 2004) 

5.5 Carnival in Italy 

Carnival began in the ancient port city of Venice in the Middle Ages when the great squares of the city were 

turned over to aristocratic pageantry, public sport competitions, and performances by roving minstrels and actors. 

Today Venice carnival is open to everyone. Participants come from many countries and a range of social 

backgrounds to take on the identity of classical personages and a variety of fantasy characters. . Some 

participants pay to have elaborate outfits made for them, others create their own, but many rent their costumes 

for a few brief hours. The masqueraders slowly make their way through the narrow streets of Venice and across 

the bridges wrapped in a thin layer of fog (Lbid, 2004) 

5.6 Christian New Year Celebration 

The Christian New Year celebration is a ritual in respect of Jesus birthday. Every year this celebration is 

holding out in different countries and has its own tradition in each country. Some people go to the churches and 

celebrate the Christmas, some decorate the Christmas tree and some go to the public spaces and sing the song of 

Christmas. This celebration is holding out in India as well as other Christian countries. This celebration is 

imported to the India by the European counselors. One of the most popular Christian celebrations of India is 

holding out in Goa port every year. This celebration is a carnival of pre-lent which looks like New Orleans 

carnival in the U.S.A. (Pak, 2011)  

5.7 New Year Celebration in China 

The most colorful, sensational and joyous of all Chinese festivals is the Lunar New Year. Ever where in 

China and overseas Chinese communities prepare for a series of celebratory events that can last anywhere from 

one to three days to two weeks. During the festival time, the market places are bursting with color-plum 

blossoms, red azaleas and… As the New Year festivities progress people are inside a giant colorful lion and 

dragon makes dance through the streets. The display of elaborate lantern is the main attraction of the festival. In 

the 15th day of first moon, the streets are filled with spectators viewing hundreds lanterns and following 

procession of clowns, still walkers, lion dancers and actors in festive costumes and painted faces. (Stepanchuk et 

al, 1991) 

6. Introducing the Urban Spaces Related to the Communal Rituals of the World 

Aldo Rossi makes an interesting relationship between monuments and ritual, both being the 'permanent 

conserving element of myth' and both thus being linked to the idea of retrieving the memory of the past. The fact 

that at times monuments are transformed and adapted is what he calls 'permanences.' (kanekar, 1992)According 

to what is said before about urban public spaces and features of communal rituals, each ritual could be linked to 

an urban public space. 
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TABLE II: Communal Rituals of World and their Connected Urban Spaces 

Required urban space Tradition Place Ritual 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Dance & stomp 

With Brazilian origin 

Rcife & Olinda 

(Brazil) 

Bloco & Maracatu 

carnivals 

Public open space 
Civic space 

Masquerade 
celebration & 

Live music 

Trinidad & Tobago 
(Port of Spain) 

National carnival 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Natural/semi-natural 

urban space 

Aristocratic 

performance 

& 

Street theater 

Venice 

(Italy) 

 

National carnival 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Masquerade 

celebration 

& 

Comedy performance 

& 

Making free the 

livestock 

Mexico El catrine carnival 

Public open space 
Civic space 

Dance & music 
With African-

American origin 

New Orleans 
U.S.A 

Mardi Gras carnival 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Religious song & 

Dance & stomp 

 

Christian countries Christmas 

celebration & 

festivals 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Natural/semi-natural 

urban space 

Religious song & 

Dance & stomp 

Goa 

(India) 

 

Christmas 

celebration & 

festivals 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Dropping lantern 

& 

Dragon dancing 

& 

Agricultural symbolic 

dance 

China Lunar new year 

festival 

7. Communal Rituals in Iran 

7.1 Nowruz 
Nowruz tradition is held in Iran and some countries in early spring of each year. Over the past history the 

people of the land have suffered from cold, famine, drought and lies and they have challenged from this issues. 
One of the manifestations of this struggle, is celebration and it is a photic stage of victory in the heat of the cold 
and the emergence of spring and Iran’s revive. The annual ritual of spring to force the remaining in Iran and 
much of the world, to hold this celebrate. In the following is an introduction of the New Year celebrations held 
in Iran: 

7.1.1  Singing the Song of Nowruz 
In many regions of the country, a month before the arrival of the New Year, a ceremony is held, where some 

people on the street read poems in praise of the New Year and other people make them gifts or money. This 
tradition has been declining gradually over the years and this tradition is held rarely. (Golmohammadi, 2012) 
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7.2 CHAHAR SHANBE SOURI (Last Tuesday of the year)  
Another Iranian annual ritual celebration is Wednesday. Last Tuesday in the afternoon and evening of a 

solar year, is held with fire and jumping over it to welcome the New Year. The ritual is almost throughout all 
towns and villages of the country and held in identical fashion. Iranians from large to small, young to old, urban 
to rural yard, on street, and neighborhood, set the fire to jump on it.  Wednesday ceremony, including customs 
and other events (which many of them have been forgotten) (Lbid, 2012) 

7.3 SADEH (Zoroastrian Feast) 
In the past, this feast was held widely throughout Iran. However, SADEH is held in many cities such as 

Yazd, Kerman, Shiraz, Tehran and etc. The celebration also takes place in the desert where they stack of 
firewood to burn and make joy and happy. On the morning of the celebration, women go there to prepare soup 
and food, finally, at dusk, ceremony is done by attended of a Zoroastrian Clergymen. (Golmohammadi, 2012) 

7.4 ASHURA Rituals 
In Iran, religious beliefs and ritual are from the Muslim society. ASHURA ceremonies, arisen from the heart 

of Shi'ism in different times and places which have been held in various forms. MOHARRAM ritual included a 
symbolic sign of holding a special ceremony. ASHURA as a religious culture has a special place to hold, and the 
underlying set of traditions and ceremonies is executed as damping of all generations. ASHURA rituals affected 
by an event of KARBALA and ceremonies of Iranian’s cultural and formed by them. (Mirshokrayi, 2009) 
Ashura rituals variation, is depending on the region and location.  

7.4.1 TAEZIYEH 
TAEZIYEH literally means sorrow and Establish constancy ones loved Memorial in the past in terms of 

religion, customs and particular traditions. TAEZIYEH primarily was hold as a religious ritual in some spaces, 
like TEKYE, and HOSSEINIEH. But with the limitation of the ceremony, in the early Pahlavi era, gradually 
deteriorated quite hold spaces and replaced with some other public places. In the past, TAEZIYEH was 
implemented in both mobile and scope. In scope show, people sit around and watch the scene. They are 
watching TAEZIYEH in the form of circles held. (Parsi, 2013) 

7.4.2 DASTEH GARDANI 
DASTEH GARDANI is mass movement with special music and sound. Each Group, is specified by a sign 

or something called as TEKYEH and addressed on the flag that they move ahead. DASTEH GARDANI is with 
weeping, elegy, blowing themselves up and so on. Other group of mourners, with coordinated motion of chimes 
and chains, display a symbol of the Battle of Karbala. (Mirshokrayi, 2009) 

7.4.3 Votive 
The most important Votive is in ASHURA, because of thirst- quenching the mourners of Imam Hossein. 

Such votive is sacred among the people. Every year people are giving water and shirts because of reminding the 
thirst Imam Hossein and his thirst fellows. Benjamin, the first ambassador of America in Iran, tells his memories: 
We encounter interesting people who had forty or fifty years ago vowed to give the people water in Muharram 
month, at the memory of thirsty martyrs, and they do it every year. Another type of vow, is feeding the Imam 
Hossein TAEZIYEH. To fulfill this vow often votive prepare food for mourners. (Ebrahimi, 2009) In Ardabil, 
there is a kind of votive that called TASHT GOZARI. People put a copper pan in the corner of mosques or 
TEKYEHs. This pan is full of water and is a symbol in memory of Imam Hossein and his thirsty attendants.  

7.5 NIMEH SHAEBAN 
NIMEH SHAEBAN is more common in Iran than other countries. Special preparations for this day is very 

dramatic.  There is Wide illumination, large celebration, public composing MOLUDY, distributing beverages 
and candy on the streets and religious scopes and centers are held by people. The origin of this ceremony and 
celebration is for the birthday of the Twelfth Imam of the Shiites, the savior of the Muslim world. It’s believed 
to the end of the Savior in Islam, like other religions, such as Zoroastrianism, Judaism, and Christianity. On this 
view point that the Savior (the Twelfth Imam of the Shiites) will emerge in the end times and will free the world 
from tyranny and darkness. (Khosroshahi, 1993) 
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7.6 EID AL-FITR  
EID AL-FITR celebration is held to the end of the Muslim fasting months. In a few days ago, People 

illuminate the Mosques, the streets, squares, markets, to welcome this great feast. In some parts of the country 
that the new moon is visible, the night before EID, people in mosques, TKEYE, and HOSSEINIEH hold vigil 
tradition. On the day of EID AL-FITR in the mosque and preparedness, EID prayers ritual are held in 
congregation. 

7.7 EID AL-ADHA (Scarifying Ceremony) 
EID AL-ADHA is one of the Muslim holidays. Iranian Muslims to follow the Scripture, scarifying for the 

pilgrims obligatory, and at the same time for the holiday hold special customs. The preparations for the event is 
by purchasing sacrifice and practices such as cleaning, household cleaners, washing Including customs that are 
in these days. Sacrifices are held in different areas such as courtyard houses, religious places and shrines like 
TKEYE and the main squares and public places. (Doosti, 2013) 

8. Introducing the Urban Spaces Related to the Communal Rituals of Iran 

In Iran, held ceremonies emerged from national culture and religion of the country. The other public 
ceremonies such as rituals for the needs of urban public spaces, and has often occur in public spaces in the city. 

TABLE III: Communal Rituals of Iran and Connected Urban Spaces 
Ritual Tradition Required urban space 

Nowruz 
 

singing the song of Nowruz 

HAJI FIROOZ communal play 

 

Public open space 
Civic space 

CHAHASHANBE SOURI 

( Last Tuesday of the year) 

 

jumping over the fire 

stomping & dancing 

Public open space 

Civic space 

SADEH 

(Zoroastrian feast) 

Burning the firewood 

stomping & dancing 

preparing soup and food 

 

Public `private` space 

User selecting space 

ASHURA TAEZIYEH 

DASTEH GARDANI 

Votive 

TASHTGOZARI 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Third place space 

NIMEH SHAEBAN Singing the MOLUDY 

Distributing beverages and candy on the 

streets 

Illuminating the street 

 

Public open space 

Civic space 

EYD-E-FETR 

(EID AL-FITR) 

 

Illuminate Mosques, streets, squares 

Praying  the EID prayers 

Public open space 

Civic space 

Third place space 

Public `private` space 

EYD-E-GHORBAN 
(EID AL-ADHA) 

Scarifying for the pilgrims obligatory 

 

Public open space 
Civic space 

Third place space 

Public `private` space 

9. Conclusion 

The most important finding of this research is that each communal ritual ,according to its cooperative nature, 

is depended on an urban public space. These spaces have been existing from early times and have been changed 

during the history. It is necessary because the rituals are a part of the culture and identity of each nation and if 

their related spaces be weakened will damage the identity and culture of the society. 
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Fig. 1: The Place of Holding out the Urban Communal Rituals in 

the World 

Fig. 2: The Place of Holding out the Urban Communal Rituals in 

Iran 
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